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Pop up graphics system/2x3, 3x3, 4x3, 5x3

1x3, 2x3, 3x3, 4x3, 5x3 - Pop up graphic system
(curved & straight)
• Elegant high quality, rapid erect, self supporting
annodised aluminium structure
• Simple fully magnetic rail connection including front
face/end curve graphic hanging kits
• Component bags and magnetic tape supplied
• Overall height of system excluding lights 2255mm,
including lights 2435mm
• Quality assured - 5 year guarantee
• Heavy duty carry case included
• Optional 150w halogen lamps with carry bag1x3, 2x3,
3x3, 4x3, 5x3 - Pop up graphic system (curved &
straight)

Halogen Lamp Kit
• 2 x 150W Lamps
• Carry bag included

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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1x3 Curved Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

(end)

1

2

3

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
kerning as necessary
2235mm

673mm

2019mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 2019mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 2019mm
(3 panels 673mm width)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 2039mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
The graphic panel changes to 812mm wide if
printing graphics to the rear of the curved
system. It is wider to account for the larger
radius.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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2x3 Curved Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
2235mm

kerning as necessary

673mm

2692mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 2692mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 2692mm
(4 panels 673mm width)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 2712mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
Each graphic panel changes to 812mm wide if
printing graphics to the rear of the curved
system. They are wider to account for the larger
radius.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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3x3 Curved Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

5

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
2235mm

kerning as necessary

673mm

3365mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 3365mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 3365mm
(5 panels 673mm width)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 3385mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
Each graphic panel changes to 812mm wide if
printing graphics to the rear of the curved
system. They are wider to account for the larger
radius.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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4x3 Curved Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

5

6

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
2235mm

kerning as necessary

673mm

4038mm

Front visible graphic overall area
2235mm x 4038mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Front finished overall print size
2235mm x 4038mm
(6 panels 673mm width)

Front overall image bleed area
2255 x 4058mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
Each graphic panel changes to 812mm wide if
printing graphics to the rear of the curved
system. They are wider to account for the larger
radius.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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5x3 Curved Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
2235mm

between panels if possible by adjusting
kerning as necessary

673mm

4711mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 4711mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 4711mm
(7 panels 673mm width)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 4731mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
Each graphic panel changes to 812mm wide if
printing graphics to the rear of the curved
system. They are wider to account for the larger
radius.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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1x3 Straight Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

(end)

1

2

3

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
kerning as necessary
2235mm

673mm

734mm

673mm

2080mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 2080mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 2080mm
(3 panels)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 2100mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
The graphic panels’ widths stay the same if
printing graphics to the rear of the straight
system.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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2x3 Straight Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
2235mm

673mm

kerning as necessary

734mm

734mm

673mm

2814mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 2814mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 2814mm
(4 panels)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 2834mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
The graphic panels’ widths stay the same if
printing graphics to the rear of the straight
system.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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3x3 Straight Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

5

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
2235mm

673mm

kerning as necessary

734mm

734mm

734mm

673mm

3548mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 3548mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 3548mm
(5 panels)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 3568mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
The graphic panels’ widths stay the same if
printing graphics to the rear of the straight
system.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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4x3 Straight Pop Up Graphic Specification
Front Panels

(end)

1

(end)

2

3

4

5

6

734mm

673mm

Avoid lettering being cut by joins
between panels if possible by adjusting
2235mm

673mm

kerning as necessary

734mm

734mm

734mm

4282mm

Overall graphic area
2235mm x 4282mm
N.B. as approximately 50% of the (end) curve
panel width may be concealed from view position text and image accordingly

Overall finished print size
2235mm x 4282mm
(6 panels)

Overall image bleed area
2255 x 4302mm
(10mm top and sides on end panels)
REAR GRAPHIC WIDTHS (IF REQUIRED):
The graphic panels’ widths stay the same if
printing graphics to the rear of the straight
system.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919
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Magnetic Graphic Hanging Kit Instructions
for the Eurostyle Pop Up System

a

Insert magnet into hole in
each graphic hanging strip
or graphic hanging square
as shown.

Remove the backing paper to
reveal the self adhesive strip.
Magnet will tend to drop out
when you turn the strip over to
affix, so gently bend the strip’s
edges up and slide the magnet
into position underneath before
finally affixing to rear of
graphic panel.
Graphic
hanging
strip

Main graphic panel

On the main panels the
graphic hanging rail attaches
directly to the top edge of the
graphic. Ensure the triangular
recess (a) is facing downwards
as in the picture above.

a

For the end curve panels apply
graphic hanging squares directly
onto the top corners of the
graphic. The triangle (a) should
face downwards. If in doubt
carefully study the picture
above. It is important that the
end curve fixings are exactly
positioned the same way round
as the front face graphic rail.

Graphic
hanging
square

Magnetic tape 1mm from edge

Bottom rail

+44 (0) 844 335 3919

End curve graphic panel
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Pop Up 'Magnetic Style' Assembly Instructions
1

Ensure all
components are
available for
assembly.

5

Start at the top and
continue downwards
until all are
positioned securely.

2

3

Position space
frame with lamp
fittings on top and
towards you.

6

Open structure until
magnetic locking
bars snap together.

7

Slide halogen lamps
onto fittings.

Locate the magnetic
buttons on the back
of the graphic into
the top of the
system.

9

Continue until all
panels are in place.
Taking the Pop Up
down is the reverse of
assembly.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919

4

Place magnetic rails
vertically into hubs
and let snap into
place.

8

Let the graphic’s
magnetic strips gently
grab the side rails
from top to bottom
taking care not to
crease the graphic.
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Pop Up 'Hook Style' Assembly Instructions
1

Ensure all
components are
available for
assembly.

5

Start at the top and
continue downwards
until all are
positioned securely.

2

3

Position space
frame with lamp
fittings on top and
towards you.

6

Open structure until
magnetic locking
bars snap together.

7

Slide halogen lamps
onto fittings.

Hook each blue
graphic rail
connector over the
blue peg at the top
of the structure.

9

Continue until all
panels are in place.
Taking the Pop Up
down is the reverse of
assembly.

+44 (0) 844 335 3919

4

Place magnetic rails
vertically into hubs
and let snap into
place.

8

Let the graphic’s
magnetic strips gently
grab the side rails
from top to bottom
taking care not to
crease the graphic.
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Pop up graphics system/Carry Case

Heavy duty carry case
• Heavy duty moulded impact casing
• Carry case to counter in seconds
• Store halogen lamps within the lid
• 670mmW x 435mmD x 925mmH
• Nett weight 9.5kg

+44 (0) 844 335 3919

